Self-aligned Cu etch mask for individually addressable metallic and semiconducting carbon nanotubes.
Two means to achieve high yield of individually addressable single-walled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are developed and examined. The first approach matches the effective channel width and the density of horizontally aligned CNTs. This method can provide single CNT devices and also allows control over the average number of CNTs per channel. The second and a more deterministic approach uses self-aligned Cu-filled trenches formed in a photoresist (after Joule heating of the underlying CNT) to protect and obtain a large number of single CNT devices. Unlike electrical breakdown methods, which preserve the least conducting CNT and can leave behind CNT fragments, our approach allows the selection of the single most conducting metallic CNT from an array of as-grown CNTs with average resistance ∼14 times lower than that of as-fabricated single metallic CNTs. This method can also be used to select the best semiconducting CNT from an array and yields, on average, devices that are 15 times more conductive with 40 times higher ON/OFF ratio than those selected through electrical breakdown alone.